Effects of atrioventricular interval on left ventricular diastolic filling assessed with pulsed Doppler echocardiography.
Effects of changes in atrioventricular interval on left ventricular diastolic filling were studied using pulsed Doppler echocardiography in 14 patients with programmable dual chamber pacemakers. Peak early diastolic filling velocity (E) and peak atrial filling velocity (A) were measured from the transmitral flow velocity pattern at three different atrioventricular intervals under the same pacing rate of 80 beats.min-1 in each patient. When the atrioventricular interval was switched from intermediate [148(SD10) ms] to short [68(11) ms], stroke volume did not change significantly [60(14) to 58(13) ml], but E increased from 39(12) to 44(11) cm.s-1 (p less than 0.05), and A decreased from 48(8) to 38(9) cm.s-1 (p less than 0.05). At the short atrioventricular interval, incomplete atrial emptying by the atrial contraction seemed to cause a reciprocal increase in the early diastolic filling. When the atrioventricular interval was switched from intermediate to long [234(16) ms], stroke volume, E and A did not change significantly [57(14) ml, 37(13) cm.s-1, 51(8) cm.s-1 respectively]. At the short and long atrioventricular intervals, atrial filling always changed in the direction opposite to that of early diastolic filling. Changes in stroke volume as well as peak early diastolic filling velocity caused by altering atrioventricular interval were pronounced in aged patients and patients with decreased early diastolic filling. In conclusion, left ventricular diastolic filling patterns can be affected by atrioventricular interval even without any concomitant pathological changes in the left atrial or ventricular function. These effects should not be taken lightly, especially in patients with decreased left ventricular early diastolic filling.